Introduction
The casting of integral turbine wheels has grown into a rapidly expanding field of activity for a number of foundries specializing in aeronautical applications.
Most often, this manufacturing procedure is the only economically viable one in the case of small and medium size engines for which "fir tree" blade-to-disc mechanical attachment would be much too costly (1,2).
Its unfortunate consequence is, however, that the microstructure is rather difficult to adapt to the locally variable service stressing conditions of such components. In fact, a relatively coarse grained structure is desirable in the aerofoils which must mainly resist high temperature creep, whereas fineness is expected in the sometimes very thick hub, where moderate temperature low cycle fatigue (LCF) is of prime importance.
The demand for improved turbine performance has led some engine manufacturers to require such high property levels for their most advanced integral wheels that they can hardly be achieved through conventional casting procedures.
In most cases, the major problem comes from the hub LCF strength, and it is in that framework that the development of special foundry processes, aimed at creating a very fine grain structure in thick castings, must be replaced. Among those worth mentioning, inoculation (3,4) and stirring of the solidifying metal (5,6) have certainly assumed an outstanding position.
As it is speculated that even sophisticated foundry processes will not make it possible to satisfy extreme property requirements for future integral wheels, new design concepts are now being introduced, such as the socalled "dual-property wheel" in which DS or single crystal blades are bonded onto a P/M hub (7, 8) .
This latest development is however outside the scope of the paper which only deals with more or less conventional casting processes.
Obiect Of The Work
Various advanced turbine wheels, a selection of which is shown in Fig.1 This major effect is associated with further carbide refinement, which incidentally is less significant for master heats 1 and 2 than it is for master heat 3. Fig.4 illustrates the resultant consequence on carbide size distribution of all the processing parameters commented on here (S is the carbide individual diameter as measured in the section plane, $!J , the corresponding equivalent diameter, and Pr (S), the cumulated freque:??). 
